A Short History of the House at 380 Broadway in Cambridge Mass.
Part I - before the Broadway Trust, 1883 to 1976
A. The George W Close Family Era - 1883 to 1916
George W Close was born in Statford, England in 1845, and emigrated to
Boston in 1861 on the ship S. Curling with his mother and two sisters when
he was 16. He started a confectionery business in East
Cambridge the same year. When his wooden factory
building burned in 1879, he built a six story brick
building for his candy factory at 243 Broadway, on the
corner of Windsor Street (now affordable housing). By
the 1890s, the George Close Company had several
George W Close
in the 1896
hundred employees and yielded a product of about
Cambridge Tribune
three tons of confectionery daily, including chocolates,
suckers, lemon drops, sponge cakes and butter balls.
In the 1880s he served in several capacities for the city of Cambridge, and
1915 ad in the
in 1888 he was a representative to the Statehouse.
Fitchburg Sentinel
In the 1880s, J Warren Merrill was a prominent Cambridge citizen who had served as mayor of
the city in 1865 and 1866 and was also a land speculator. His name is listed on 4 parcels of
land in mid Cambridge on Plate 18 of the 1886 Cambridge Atlas. He lived in a house that he
had built at 311 Harvard St, on the corner of Hancock street.
In 1883, J Warren Merrill sold a plot of land in mid Cambridge to George W Close for him to
build his house on. The plot included the land that the present house at 380 Broadway sits on,
as well as the land under the present house at 384 Broadway. This plot was subdivided off a
larger plot that also included the land under the 4 present houses on Hancock Park.
Restrictions on the deed included a drainage easement to serve any future houses on Hancock
park, a restriction that no house costing less than $4,000 be
built on the property, and restrictions as to what businesses
could be conducted on the land. George Close
subsequently sold off the part of the property under the
present house at 384 Broadway.

380 Broadway and neighbors
in the 1886 Cambridge Atlas

!

Circa 1885, George Close built a single-family three-story
Victorian house on the property. The house was a typical
Victorian of the time, probably built from one of the
popular pattern books with approximately 4000 square feet
of living space. It was set to the right of the property with
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what would become a driveway on the left side of the property leading to a large lawn area at
the rear of the property. A set of stairs led up to an off-center front porch with a double front
door leading into the front hall on the first floor.
The front hall had stairs on the right going up to the second floor, a door on the left going into
the front guest parlor, a second door on the left going into the middle family parlor, and a door
at the end going into the dining room. At the end of the hall on the right there was a doorway
to a small landing with a door to a set of stairs to the basement.
The front guest parlor and the middle family parlor to the left of the front hall were both
rooms with high ceilings and a great deal of architectural millwork. The two rooms were
separated by a set of pocket doors. The front guest parlor had a front facing five window bay
and a side facing window. Opposite this window there was an elaborate mantelpiece with a
heating grate where a fireplace would normally be, probably to focus attention on the fact that
the house had central heating. The middle family parlor had a side facing four window bay
with a fireplace on the opposite wall, and a rear facing window that looked out on the side
porch. The dining room at the back of the front hall had wainscoting, a pantry, and doors to the
family parlor, the kitchen, and the rear hall.
The rear hall had a door to the side porch, a second set of stairs going up to the second floor, a
door to the dining room, and a door to the kitchen. The kitchen at the rear of the first floor had
a concrete pad in the middle of the floor for a large cooking stove, which probably ran all the
time and provided heat for the kitchen and the two rooms above it. There was an attached
bathroom, a second set of stairs going down to the basement, and a set of stairs going down to
an attached utility shed on the back of the house. This shed probably served as an accessory
room to the kitchen to hold food and fuel, with a third set of stairs going down to the
basement and a door to the outside. There was a root cellar under this room in the basement.
Up the front stairs on the second floor there were two large master bedrooms connected by a
walk-in closet, with a dressing room off the front bedroom and a bathroom off the rear
bedroom. A hall ran down the length of the second floor, and across the hall from the rear
master bedroom there was a third bedroom that was probably used for infants. At the rear of
the hall there were two smaller bedrooms that probably served for children or for a maid.
There was access to the second floor bathroom from the rear hall, and there was a set of stairs
going down to the first floor. The front three bedrooms all had heating grates from the furnace
in the basement.
Up the front stairs on the third floor there were two bedrooms and a small hall leading to a
rear storage area. The front bedroom had a small three window front bay and a side facing
shed dormer, and the rear bedroom had a side facing shed dormer. The rear storage area had a
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small back facing window. The two bedrooms had no heating grates, but there were thimbles
in the chimneys in both bedrooms for connection to parlor stoves.
The basement was unfinished and housed a central coal fired gravity hot air heating system
that fed elaborate grates in both parlors, in the dining room, in the front hall on the first floor,
and in the three front bedrooms on the second floor. There was probably a coal bin for the
furnace and the kitchen stove.
In August of 1911 George W close died after a lingering illness, leaving two sons and four
daughters . He had been married twice, and both of his wives had predeceased him. His
obituary was on the front page of the Cambridge Tribune.
In June of 1914 the house was sold by 7 people (the offspring of George W. Close and their
spouses) to George E. Close ,his Son.

B. The Nellie E. McTighe Era - 1916 to 1919

(house Age is 31 Years at start)

In November 1916, the house was sold by George E .Close and Merle M. Close to Nellie E.
McTighe. In the 1917 Cambridge directory, Francis J. McTigue was listed as in real estate at 649
Mass ave with a residence at 380 Broadway.

C. The William H. and Anna Dance Family Era - 1919 to 1952 (house Age is 34 Years)
In March 1919, the house was sold by Nellie E. McTighe and William P. McTighe to William H.
Dance and Anna Dance. The property was subject to a $4,300 mortgage from Cambridge
Savings Bank. in the several years after the purchase, the Dance family seems to have made
some significant modifications to the exterior of the house , which included installing asbestos
shingles over the clapboards and removing all the Victorian trim to give the house a more
modern look. This was probably when electricity was installed in the house as well as the
central heating system being converted from gravity hot air to gravity hot water - probably
still coal fired. The heating system was later converted to forced hot water and more radiators
were added, and then later converted to an oil fired boiler. In 1921 a garage was built at the
back of the property, probably to serve as a hobby workshop for William Dance to work on his
automobile. There are building permits for the garage in 1920 (for $1100) and 1921 (for $900)
with the owner and the builder listed as 'W.H. dance'.
In the 1937 Cambridge directory, 380 Broadway is listed as 'Vacant'. In the same directory, the
Dance CO INC is listed at 61 Broadway in Cambridge - 'Road machinery, Municipal and
contractor's equipment'.
!
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In June 1938, the house was sold by William H. Dance and Anna Dance to Raymond Delaney.
The 1937 Cambridge directory listed Raymond T. Delaney as a lawyer at 678 Mass Ave, with a
residence at 42 Amory Street.
In January 1939, the house was sold by Raymond Delaney back to Anna Dance (now William's
widow).

D. The James O. Dance Era - 1952 to 1961

(House Age is 67 Years at start)

In October 1952, the house was sold by Anna Dance to James O. Dance (her Son).
It is probably during this era, or perhaps starting in the prior era, that the house became a
rooming house. When James Dance died in 1961, his will contained a listing of property
including refrigerators and stoves for eight apartments, along with his electric razor and his
1960 Edsel car.

E The rooming House/Absentee Landlord era - 1961 to 1976

(House Age is 76 Years )

In July 1961, the house was willed by James O. Dance to Dorothy Cooper (his daughter).
In August 1964, the house was sold by Dorothy Cooper to Maxwell Shuman and Augusta L.
Shuman.
In December 1967, the house was sold by Maxwell Shuman and Augusta L. Shuman to the
Kirkland Manor Trust (Arnold Tilden, Richard W. Lubart, and Paul M. Thorner). The property
was subject to a mortgage from Reliance Coop Bank.
In March 1969, the house was sold by Kirkland Manor Trust to Walter E. Bauke. The property
was subject to a 1st mortgage from Reliance Coop Bank, and a 2nd mortgage to Maxwell and
Augusta L. Shuman.
In November 1974, the house was sold by Walter E. Bauke to Robert Finlay. The property was
subject to a 1st mortgage from Reliance Coop Bank, a 2nd mortgage to Maxwell Shuman and
Augusta L. Shuman, and a third mortgage from the Kirkland Manor trust.
In September1975, the house was sold by Robert Finlay back to an amended Kirkland Manor
Trust. There is no mention of mortgages
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During this era, the number of units in the rooming house was
expanded to seventeen: four on the first floor, five on the second floor,
three on the third floor, and finally five in the basement. A second
heating zone with baseboard heat was added in the basement for the
five rooms located there. The house doorbell system was a 10” by 22”
piece of plywood with 17 doorbell buttons on it nailed to the house
beside the front door, with a second one inside the front door for the
doorbells in all these rooms.
Most of the work done to create these newer rooms, particularly those
in the basement, and maintain the house was cheap and haphazard - it
The front door and
was probably not according to any codes that existed at the time, and
the 17 doorbell buttons
was never inspected. Very little work was done on the house during
this era unless it was absolutely necessary, or increased the number of rooms to rent or the rent
that could be charged. The infrastructure of the house was neglected. and the house was being
used as a cash cow. At the end of this era under rent control, the 17 rooms had a maximum
monthly rental income of $2,440 (over $29,000 a year). Most rooms were rented by the week for
$25 to $35.

!
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Part II - The Broadway Trust phase 1 - 1 976 to 1997
In 1975, my friend Susan Goldin and I (Walter Lenk) were both living in rented apartments in
Cambridge (Susan at 70 Inman Street and me at 101 Hampshire street) and additionally I was
renting a storefront at 150A Columbia Street for my audio equipment design and construction
business. We were both tired of renting and wanted to buy places, and we thought that we
were more likely to do this if we were in cahoots with each other. We then started looking for a
house to buy with the following criteria:
1. At least three apartments: one for Susan and her roommates, one for me, and at
least one for rental.
2. About 400 square feet of ground-floor space for me to run my business.
3. Off street parking
Over the next many months we looked at a variety of properties in the mid Cambridge area
with a real estate agent, but none of these were suitable due to the lack of an appropriate space
for me to use for my business. And since I was going to buy a house, it seemed logical that I
should need a car. So I bought a used Saab 96 station wagon (this was the same kind of car that
Susan had).

380 Broadway in April 1976

In February 1976, our realtor (who often wore red double knit
pants) asked us to look at the house at 380 Broadway in Cambridge.
This was a single family house build in the 1880s, was now covered
with asbestos siding, and was presently being operated as a 17 unit
rooming house by it's absentee owners (the Kirkland Realty trust).
The house had a garage on the property, and a fairly large driveway
with parking spaces for five cars. The garage was a 400 square feet
bare-bones concrete shell, with a large opening in the front that was
partially covered by a sliding door which was off its tracks. The
garage had many mattresses in it on the walls so as to make it less
reverberant, as it was being used as a music
rehearsal space by the house's manager and
his friends.

In March we toured the house once, and it was a warren of rooms and
passageways that had been added on as more units were crammed
into the house over time. Many of the residents that we met seemed to
be minimally functional people.
The asking price for the house was $48,000. In March we made an
offer to buy the house at that price, and the offer was accepted. We
signed the purchase and sale agreement on March 26. Our real estate
agent agreed to relocate the residents of the house.
the 17 doorbell buttons
!
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I spent two weeks in the middle of April in New Orleans
working at the Jazz and Heritage Festival. After I got back,
on April 26 we passed papers in the great hall of the
Middlesex County registry of deeds in East Cambridge,
with Lee Goldstein as our lawyer. We paid $35,547.03 cash
and assumed a 1st mortgage from Reliance Coop Bank for
$12,452.97 for a total amount of $48,000 - the recorded
price was $39,000, the other $9,000 was for the house
The garage in April 1976
'Furnishings', as requested by the sellers. The money came
from our individual savings, a loan from my parents, a
loan from Susan's parents, and a $15,000 2nd mortgage from the Brownstown PA bank (via
Susan's dad). The property and house was sold by the Kirkland Manor Trust to Susan E.
Goldin and Walter C. Lenk as joint tenants. The current owners promptly used some of our
money to discharge a mortgage from the Schumans, who were over in the corner of the hall.
In May 1976, Susan and I took possession of the house. All the former tenants had been
relocated except for one on the 3rd floor who stayed for two weeks and helped us with
cleaning out the house. We bought new cores for the Best lock system, and changed the
relevant locks.
The house had 17 rental units (5 in the basement, 4 on the first floor, 5 on the second floor, and
3 on the 3rd floor). Our plan was to convert it to 4 apartments as follows (rooms are named as
used in the original single family house mode):
1. First floor front rental unit: The guest and family parlors.
2. Second Floor front rental unit: 3 Bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom.
3. Third floor: all 3 rooms.
4. first and second floor rear: Dining room, kitchen, rear shed, bathroom, 2 bedrooms on
the 2nd floor, rear part of the basement.
We had tenants lined up for the two rental apartments: Peggy Evans (an old friend of Susan's)
for the first floor front apartment, and Derek Huntington (a musician and a friend of mine) and
his girlfriend Judy Nelson (an art therapy student at Leslie College) and their dog Ben for the
second floor apartment. Susan and her two roommates, Larry Tuttle (a camera repairman) and
Mark Haber (an architectural; student) were to occupy the rear apartment (including a rear
basement room), and my girlfriend Beth Clement and I were to occupy the third floor
apartment.
Our first priority was to get the two rental apartments renovated to enable the tenants to move
in and start paying rent to help fund additional house renovations. Susan's roommate Mark
Haber drew up plans and pulled the building permits to do this.

!
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We started by hauling stuff out of the house - of the 17 units, about 10 of
them had sinks, stoves, and refrigerators in them, and there was also a lot
of trashy furniture. All of this stuff we disconnected and carried outside at one point a good bit of the driveway was filled up with this junk. A
friend of Susan's hauled off most of it to use in housing in New Jersey.
While we were deconstructing these “improvements” that had been made
over the last couple of of decades to increase the number of rental rooms
in the house, we were struck by how shoddy the work was. Partition
walls that had been implemented, particularly in the basement to create
Junk in the driveway
more rooms, and on the first floor to enable bathroom access, were very
flimsy. There were other things, but two examples in particular were very striking. In order to
enable kitchen facilities in the middle room of the third floor, a sink and an electrical outlet for
a hot plate had been installed. The electrical outlet was in the side wall of the shed dormer, and
the RomeX cable to the electric source went through the wall to the outside, whereupon it
hung down the side of the house and was fed into a basement window where it was hot wired
into an existing electrical outlet. The drain for the sink went through the wall into the rear
room, where it rested in a hole that had been knocked into the 4 inch cast-iron vent pipe for the
house - the joint was stabilized and sealed with modeling clay.
The house had four bathrooms in it: one on the first floor in the rear apartment, one on the
second floor, and two in the basement. We needed to install two new bathrooms: one for the
first-floor front apartment, and one for the third-floor apartment. We contracted with Towne
plumbing in Watertown to do this. We also needed to install new kitchens in all 4 of the units.
We hired Susan's roommate Mark Haber to implement his plan to get the first and second-floor
rental apartments in shape, which involved building two partition walls in the second floor
hall, building a small bathroom in the first floor front apartment, installing kitchens, and many
other details.
I had several tasks vying for my time:
1. Renovate the garage enough to move my business out of my shop on Columbia Street.
2. Renovate the third-floor apartment so that Beth and I could move into it.
3. Move out of my Hampshire Street apartment.
4. Work on the house renovation to get the tenants in.
5. Keep my business going, so as to generate money to help pay for all of this.
It quickly became apparent that my first priority needed to be renovating the garage and
moving my business into it from my Columbia Street shop, and that moving into the third
floor apartment would have to wait a while. The interior garage space was about 450 square
feet (a little deeper than it was wide), about 10' high, it had two windows on each side wall, it
had a 4' by 5' hatch opening in the roof, and had a 10' wide opening in the front. I began by
cleaning out the garage and hosing it down, and then I built a wall with a front door, a
!
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window, and a small cat door into the opening so the garage
could be closed off and locked. I also spent time at my
Columbia Street shop, packing things up for the move.
In the meantime, Derek Huntington sanded the floors in the
second floor apartment. We paid to have a steel fire escape
constructed as a second means of egress for the second-floor
apartment, and installed a door to the side porch in the 1st
floor apartment where a window was. We did this with lots
The garage being converted to
my
shop with it''s new front wall
of lumber and cabinets from Somerville lumber, appliances
with door and windows in June
from Brands Mart, and electric supplies from liberty electric
on Main street. This whole process went amazingly fast - we had the tenants Peggy, Derek,
and Judy) in and paying rent in June. Susan and her two roommates moved into a much less
finished apartment at about the same time. It was clear, however, that Beth and I would not be
able to move in until sometime later.
I moved out of my apartment on Hampshire Street, and Beth and I moved into Anne and
David Omar White's House on Maple Street in Watertown for the summer (Beth also had an
apartment in Medford with some roommates). I packed up my household on Hampshire
Street and moved it to the front basement room of 380 Broadway in July, so that my friend
Jessica Ferguson and her weaving partner could use the apartment as their weaving studio.
In addition to all these time pressures, Terry Hanley Audio Systems had
been contracted to provide an extended sound system for the biCentennial Fourth of July concert at the Hatch Shell with the Boston
Pops and Arthur Fiedler. I had been doing design work for Terry, and
this meant implementing speaker designs that we had been working on
for the last year or so. The job involved installing multiple sound towers
along the Esplanade to accommodate the large crowd (about 400,000)
that could not hear the local Hatch Shell sound system. These towers
needed an audio feed from the Shell, and it was also my job to set up
equipment in the shell and produce that feed from the microphones that
were being used to feed the local sound system.

One of the sound towers

A few days after the Hatch Shell July 4th concert, I had a moving party to move from my shop
on Columbia Street to the secured garage. it took several trips in friend Charlie Irwin's van
with a bunch of friends helping. This also involved moving my old Velocette motorcycle,
which was on a roll around instead of it's wheels, as well as my cat. I moved all this stuff into
the shop (former garage) and piled it near one side and away from the wall so that interior
walls could be installed later . I set up my workbench in the middle so that I could get back to
work in short order. My cat adapted well to her new home in the shop.

!
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Over the next few months, I worked on finishing out the shell of the
garage to be used as my shop. This involved installing a stud wall
attached to the concrete wall of the shop all the way around,
stringing electrical wires to various outlets, installing insulation,
and then covering the studs with drywall. I also closed off 2 of the 4
Windows on the sidewalls of the shop so as to get more working
wall space. I replaced the cover over the 4' by 5' hatch in the roof
the new shop skylight
with a skylight that had a large window in it facing southwest to
bring more light into the shop. I installed panels and insulation
between the 8" steel I-beams that were spaced every 4' in the ceiling.
There was a single electrical circuit running from the house to the shop via a metal conduit just
under the driveway surface. I needed a complete set of utilities (electricity, gas, plumbing, and
signal wires) for the shop, so in October I hired a young lad (Michael ?) to dig a trench between
the shop and the house. The trench was about 2 foot deep at the shop end, sloping to 4 foot
deep at the house end. We installed two 4 inch PVC pipes, a 30 amp 220 V electrical cable, and
a gas pipe and replaced the dirt, but a sudden rainstorm eroded the fill dirt at the shop end
and ran down one of the PVC pipes to the basement. We quickly fixed this, and packed the fill
dirt down more firmly. I installed a circuit breaker box to feed the shop's 6 electric circuits.
The house electrical system was aging and sorely needed upgrading. The fuses were in
ceramic holders on a piece of sheet metal in the front basement closet, the house was mostly
fed with older BX cable, and all of the outlets were ungrounded. Charlie Irwin and I spend a
day tracing the circuits using our stage headphone system and long cables. Over the next
many months, I upgraded the wiring by installing circuit breaker panels that were separated
out for the various apartments, and installing RomeX wiring and duplex receptacles where
construction or renovation was being done.
I organized a party to tear down the double walls that
divided the two front rooms in the 3rd floor apartment.
These plaster and lathe walls implemented a pair of side by
side closets, one for each room. Four of us (Charlie Irwin,
Larry Flint, Steve Young, and myself) spent a warm Summer
day deconstructing the walls and carrying the debris
downstairs.
When we were finished, the third floor
apartment was set up to be one big room that was the length
of the main part of the house with a galley kitchen off to the
side at the front and a bathroom off to the side at the back,
and a smaller back bedroom.

the third floor with the walls removed

At the end of Summer it became apparent that the 3rd floor apartment would not be ready
anytime soon, so Beth began looking for a place to rent, as her summer apartments lease had
!
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expired. After several tries, she found an apartment that was looking for roommates at 70
Inman Street (Susan's old apartment), and we moved there from the White's in Watertown.
When the weather started to get cold in the fall, I set up the old 'Ruby Herald' wood stove
from the Columbia street shop for heat in the shop. This proved impractical and I quickly
switched to a gas space heater brought from Columbia Street to provide more reliable heat.
All this work on the shop and the house continued while I was still running my business,
designing and building projects for Aerosmith, one for KISS, as well as my usual clients. This
meant several daily commutes to 380 Broadway from the apartment on Inman street, and lots
of late nights. Beth was not happy with my many evening absences.
In January 1977, I was working on making the third-floor apartment habitable. This involved
patching the floor where the walls had been removed, removing the old kitchen and installing
a new one, and updating the electrical system. The entire third floor was fed by a 30 amp 220
volt cable from the basement to a circuit box in the closet behind the kitchen knee-wall
(possibly put there for an electric stove), and I started rewiring the whole third floor with a
new breaker box in this closet and new circuits. This involved tearing up parts of the flooring
to run wiring, and putting outlet boxes by the dormer windows and in the back part of the
apartment. I also installed a 25 conductor signal cable for phones, heating system thermostats,
doorbells, etc, that ran from the third floor down to the basement, thru the basement, and out
to the shop.
In February 1977, the roommate situation at the Inman Street apartment was degenerating,
and I spent more time preparing the third-floor apartment so Beth and I could move in. Steve
young built a baltic birch kitchen cabinet set for it. In March, Beth and I moved into a still
substantially unfinished 3rd floor apartment. Some of the flooring was still torn up, the roof
peak flashing in the rear bedroom was loose so that it snowed into the bedroom when the
wind blew, and our dining room table was a Black and Decker workmate. We quickly made it
sufficiently presentable so that we could host a small party for my 30th birthday on March 26.
By September 1977, Susan and I were convinced that we should set up a trust to own the
house, so we had attorney Lyle Greenman create the 'Broadway Trust' on September 22 , 1977
with the legal help of Lee Goldstein. Susan and I granted the property to the trust for $1.00.
The property was subject to a 1st mortgage from Reliance Coop Bank, and a 2nd mortgage
from the Brownstown National Bank. For some reason, we had the trust tax fiscal year follow
the trust year, and starting in September of 1977, we had 10 trust fiscal years that ran from
September through August. The trust did the accounts and filed paperwork with the
government, and we claimed the proceeds on individual K-1s when we filed our income taxes
the following April. This odd trust fiscal year cycle persisted until 1987, when we came to our
senses and had a short 4 month fiscal year from September 1987 to December 1987, and then
started the trust fiscal tax years in 1988 going from January to December.
!
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The house was not kind to it's couples: Beth moved out in August 1977, followed by Derek and
Judy splitting up and moving out of the second-floor apartment in September. In October, my
friend Charlie Irwin, a musician, moved into the second floor apartment.
In November 1977 the homasote panels that covered the walls of the third floor bedroom were
removed. Fiberglass insulation was installed and covered with sheetrock which was then
taped and painted. The roof peak flashing had been repaired at some previous time.
In December 1977, aluminum screen and storm windows
were installed on all the first floor windows by Crocker
Sales (the second and third floors already had old steel
screen and storm windows).
The heating system for the house was an oil fired forced
hot-water furnace, with 2 zones - one thermostat and pump
was for the basement, and one thermostat in apartment 1F
the February 1978 snowstorm
and pump was for the rest of the house. In 1978 I removed
the basement zone, and installed two zone valves and thermostats to divide the house into 2
zones: one thermostat in apartment 1F, and the 2nd thermostat in apartment 1R.
In the Summer of 1978, Susan and I hired contractor David Dolittle to do some repair work on
the house, including work on the front porch. In August, we paid him $750 for work done, and
in September, another $700. In January 1979 we paid David an additional $774.64. David than
presented us with a final bill that seemed fairly high. I questioned him on it, and he referred
me to an architect friend who he said thinks it was appropriate. I went to see this architect
friend and presented him with the actual data, and he agreed that the bill was much too high.
We refused to pay it, and David took us to small claims court over it. After much preparation
on my part, we had our day in court and the judge ruled in our favor, and so we did not pay
David his final bill.
In March 1979, the furnace oil burner was changed to a gas burner by the gas company under
a promotional program that they were running. We neglected to notify our fuel oil supplier,
and the 1000 gallon oil tank in the front yard was filled a month later.
In June 1979 , Mark Haber moved out of the first floor bedroom in apartment 1R, and Charlie
Boiteau moved into that bedroom.
In March 1980 the third floor apartment main floor was sanded and refinished, and in October
1980 the 3rd floor apartment bedroom sliding window was installed to replace the smaller
back window and the third floor fire escape landing was also widened.

!
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Sometime between 1980 and 1987, the sewer exit from the house around the house cistern was
rebuilt and the cistern and the house trap were eliminated in an effort to stop occasional sewer
backups.
In January 1982, Charlie Boiteau moved out of the first floor bedroom in apartment 1R, and
Larry Tuttle moved up from the rear basement room into that bedroom.
In June 1982, apartment 2 tenant Charlie Irwin also started renting the rear basement room that
Larry had vacated in January as his shop. For some time, Charlie and I had been working
together to provide and operate sound systems for traditional music concerts in the area, and
over time had expanded into doing small festivals as well. Charlie needed more room to store
the equipment that he was accumulating, and had been renting space down the street. This
was much more convenient for everyone.
In 1983, we dealt with the Cambridge rent control Board - since the house was 4 units, it was
under rent control. As a 17 unit rooming house, the maximum rent control income had been set
at $2,440 a month. We had made the mistake of telling the rent control Board that our current
low tenant rents for the 4 units were a total of $715 a month in 1978, and this became set in
stone with them as our maximum allowable rents. We argued with them that this made no
sense on several fronts. Firstly, we had done substantial renovation,; secondly, the owners live
in 2 apartments and 2 were for rental, and thirdly the low rents that we were charging to our
friends did not reflect the cost of operating the house. All these arguments proved fruitless,
and although all house residents went to the rent control hearing on February 15 and
supported us, the rent control Board assumed that tenant - landlord relations are always
adversarial and did not believe any of us. We all decided to ignore the rent control Board
completely. The upside to this was that our real estate tax was based on our maximum rental
income, and therefore the real estate taxes on the house were low.
In September 1983, the front stairs from the second floor to the third floor were rebuilt by Alan
Fincke with oak treads to replace the pine treads that had been damaged when the linoleum
tiles were removed.
In July 1984, the Merchants Cooperative Bank (Formerly Reliance Coop) mortgage ended, and
that was filed with the Middlesex registry of deeds.
I had met Debby Knight, a teacher at Cambridge Friends School, at a contra dance in 1982 and
shortly thereafter, we began living together in the third floor apartment, along with her cat
Camille. Debby was also renting a place in Somerville to hold most of her belongings, since
there was not enough room in the third floor apartment - this was a rather inconvenient
arrangement for her. When Larry Tuttle moved out of the first-floor bedroom in June 1984, that
raised the possibility of using that room for Debby's belongings and as her office. This room,
the former family dining room, had a door that led into the front hall as well as a door that led
!
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into the rear apartment, so that it would be easy to close it off from the rear apartment and
make it accessible to the third floor apartment via the front hall. Susan agreed to this, and in
September 1984 Debby moved the rest of her belongings, including her grandmother's piano,
into this room.
In February 1985, wired smoke alarms were installed in the house on all the common landings,
as required by the city of Cambridge.
In July 1985 the front hall floor, the front stairs to the second floor, and the newly rebuilt stairs
to the third floor were sanded and refinished by Jeff Whittemore. In September 1985 the floor
in the two rooms of apartment 1F were refinished for the first time.
In 1986 a developer bought the property next door at 378 Broadway, and brought forward a
plan to build a three unit townhouse behind the existing house. This type of construction had
to be brought before the Mid Cambridge Neighborhood Conservation District Commission
(MCNCDC), which had been constituted in 1985 to specifically protect against 'excessive infill'.
The plan galvanized much neighborhood opposition, and we all showed up at the MCNCDC
hearings in opposition to the plan. After two hearings, the MCNCDC board ruled against the
plan and the developer withdrew the application so that it would not be on the record. The
developer then sold the property to another developer, who proceeded to advance a similar
plan. This plan was also rejected, and the property was then sold to a Harvard professor who
lived in the house for about the next 20 years.
In June 1986 with one mortgage paid off and the other soon to expire, Susan and I started
thinking about renovating the outside of the house as a belated celebration of it’s 100th
birthday. We hired a company named 'you call-we haul' to remove and cart away the asbestos
shingles on the outside of the house, leaving the original clapboards (we had no idea what
condition they were going to be in). A lot of the architectural details of the house had been
removed when the asbestos siding was put on, and in September we hired a company to come
in and put tar paper over the scars and do some temporary repairs so that the house can
overwinter before we started the outside renovations.
In Summer 1987 we started the exterior renovation by
hiring a brand-new company called 'triple point' - Peter
LaBau and his partner Rex Passion, who were specializing
in renovating Victorian houses. Debby and I had met Peter
the summer before when we were working at the Martha's
Vineyard Agricultural Society County Fair fiddle contest
where he was a member of the host band, and I liked his
approach to renovation. We got some information from the
Cambridge Historical Commission about what the house
work on the foundation and the front bay
might have looked like originally, and they also provided a
reference to a house around the corner at 19 Highland Avenue that was similar and still had
!
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some of the details left. Peter did a lot of research in old pattern books of the time, and went
over to measure some of the trim on the Highland Avenue house.
The renovations included repairing and replacing clapboards, fixing
some of the slate roof flashing, adding pediments over the windows,
resurrecting all the trim on the front bay, adding details that were
ripped off when the asbestos shingles were installed, repairing wood
rot that had accumulated under the siding, and other issues. Peter
hired a young Irish Mason to point the brick foundation on the
outside of the building, and to install a pea-stone lined drainage
ditch a foot away from the house. Some many years later when they
house on Highland Avenue was being renovated, the contractor
came over and looked at our house and copied some of the details on
it.

Work on the rear sill

The house had 6 basement windows which had exterior below-ground window wells. These
tended to fill up with debris and water and were a general mess, so I went about eliminating
them. I removed the windows, had them bricked up by the mason to a slightly above ground
level, filled in the outside holes, installed casings in them, and then installed either a fixed
window (and fan for one) or boarded them up.
We then had to paint the house with all it’s new wood. The evidence we found when we
removed the asbestos siding was that the original clapboards had been painted a green color. It
was also likely that they had never been repainted after the house was built, and that the
asbestos siding was the alternative to a new paint job. Susan and I could not agree on what
color to paint the house, so we enlisted the aid of Sally Zimmerman at the Cambridge
Historical Commission to help us pick an appropriate
color scheme. Sally came up with a light purple body
color with cream trim - an appropriate but not
historically accurate color combination, as she put it.
This is something that neither of us would have thought
of, but made both of us happy, so it is what we chose.
After painting in the Fall of 1987, the house was lovely who knew it was such an elegant Victorian Lady? Ten
years later we got an award from the Cambridge
in 1987 after exterior renovation and painting
Historical Commission for our renovation work.
In November 1987, our mortgage from the Meridian Bank (Formerly Brownstown, then
American) ended. Since this was an out of state bank, no information was filed with the
Middlesex registry of deeds, a problem which I had to fix some 10 years later.

!
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In 1988 Debby started to do improvement work on the grounds of the house, which except for
a few trees, were fairly barren. She started out by laying a brick patio on the side of the house,
and over the ensuing years laid a brick front entrance, a brick front walk, as well as doing lots
of plantings around the house.
In 1989, the thousand gallon oil tank (still filled with oil) was pumped out and removed from
the right front yard by John Holmes, an oil dealer and a parent at Debby's school (Cambridge
Friends School). In 1989, some masonry work was done on the house.
In 1990 we had quite a bit of work done on the house.
Mason David Berquist and his helper rebuilt the rear chimney from the third floor up, rebuilt
the two-flue central chimney from the attic up (replicating their original corbels), and removed
the front chimney, including the part that ran thru the third floor in front of the kitchen.
Plumbers Tony and Nick Woodsum installed a new gas fired forced hot water furnace with 4
zones, an indirectly heated domestic hot water tank, and a stack damper. We added a custom
control panel and two more thermostats to the house. Now that the flue that serviced the
furnace was no longer being ventilated all the time, carbonic acid started dissolving the
chimney cement and produced sand at the bottom of the chimney. After some time this rose to
the level where it blocked the exhaust from the furnace and had to be remedied. We had David
Berquist come back and install a stainless steel liner In that flue, and added a chimney cap.
We had the side basement entrance shed rebuilt so that it had a flat roof and not a sloping roof
- this made it easier for us tall folks to use.

Here are some views
of the third floor
apartment in 1988,
pretty much as Debby
and I left it in May 1992

Front of the main room

The stairway coming up

Rear of the main room

the back bedroom

In May 1992, my multiple sclerosis that I had been diagnosed with some 10 years earlier was
getting worse, and I had recently had an exacerbation that made it difficult for me to climb the
stairs to the 3rd floor apartment. So Susan brokered a deal with our first floor tenant Peggy,
and on a hot Memorial day weekend, Peggy moved up to the 3rd floor apartment, and Debby
and I moved down to the two room 1st floor apartment. We hired friend Larry Elardo to install
a set of French doors as an entrance door to the third floor apartment, which previously had no
!
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door. He also rebuilt the rear fire escape, and we installed a two stage cat ladder for Peggy's
cat to go outside - it was never used by any cat.
In 1993, the sewer line that serves the four houses behind us on Hancock Park and runs down
our driveway broke, and the rear neighbors hired J. Holley company to fix it. The problem
turned out to be in the middle of our driveway, and Holley's men came in and dug a
VolksWagen sized hole to find the problem and fix it. The removed clay was dumped back into
the hole without appropriate compacting (the excess was carted away), and that part of the
driveway sank by a foot or so in a few months. They came back and filled it with asphalt as a
fix. Holley's men also worked on the sewer connection at the end of our driveway to the sewer
line in the street that had been a source of backups in the past. They installed 45° elbows to
replace the 90° elbows that were there for the run under the 30 inch water pipe in the street
that was installed after the sewer line. Not an impressive crew, overall.
In July 1995, Charlie Irwin moved out of apartment 2 and his basement shop and bought a
house in Jamaica Plain with his fiancée. In September 1995, musical friend Ruth Richards
moved into apartment 2 while she was studying piano tuning at the North Bennet Street
school
In 1996 as my MS was getting slowly and steadily worse and I was spending more and more
time in a wheelchair. It was clear that as my disability progressed, I was going to have
increasing problems living in the two rooms in apartment 1F. In particular, I was soon going to
need an accessible bathroom and a ramp or lift down to driveway level. Susan graciously
agreed to look for another house so that Debby and I could restructure the ground floor of this
house into one accessible apartment.
In June 1997, Ruth Richards moved out of apartment 2. We had some ceiling work done while
the apartment was vacant.
In the Spring of 1997, we paid the city $140 to plant a sweet gum tree on the sidewalk adjacent
to our driveway. This replaced the aging Norwegian Maple tree that had been there, and had
to be removed because of its deteriorating condition.
In 1997, Susan found a house that she liked in Davis Square in Somerville, and so we went
about the process of deciding of value for this house so that Susan could sell her half of the
house to Debby and myself. We consulted three local realtors, and received prices ranging
from $480,000 to $550,000. Susan and I settled on a price of $520,000 for the whole house, and
set the date of July 31, 1997 to affect the sale. This was a little more than 21 years after Susan
and I had bought the house.

!
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Part III - August 1997 on. The Broadway Trust phase 2
On July 31, 1997, four of us (Susan Goldin, Deborah Knight, our lawyer Maurice Lesses, and
myself - Walter Lenk) sat down at the kitchen table in apartment 1F at 380 Broadway to
transact the sale of half the house from Susan to Walter and Debby. Maurice restructured the
Broadway Trust to make it possible to easily change trustees and beneficiaries after the sale.
Susan sold her half of the Trust to Debby and Walter for $260,000, and then resigned as a
trustee. Deborah Knight was then appointed as a trustee. It was agreed that the existing Trust
bank account would be split between Susan and Walter after all the trust bills had been paid.
The trust was now owned one third by Debby and two thirds by Walter.
In August 1997 Debby and I started thinking about how we were going to go about our
renovation, and what our budget would be. I also started working on closing the books for the
previous Trust. So that Susan and I could finally settle up, and I opened a bank account and
started new books for the new Trust phase. Our friend Leah Weiss, who was an old timey
fiddle player and worked for the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection,
moved into apartment two.
In September as our thinking about the renovation and our budget evolved, we met with Peter
LaBau who had done our exterior renovation some 10 years ago to see if he was appropriate to
do it. Over this time, Peter's company had become larger and was now called Classic
restorations - they were mostly working on higher end restoration jobs . Peter came with his
architect, and we told them what we wanted to do and what our budget was and they toured
the house (the architect got lost during the tour). It pretty quickly became apparent that they
were too high end for us when the architect said that our budget (about $120,000) was what
they normally did a kitchen for. I did mention to Peter that we were looking for a tenant for
our third-floor apartment, and he said his younger brother Brian had recently moved to town
and might be interested - he was living in a rented apartment a few blocks away, which he did
not like.
At the end of September, Peggy Evans moved out of apartment three to go live in an
apartment in Susan Goldin's new house in Davis Sq., Somerville. We talked to Brian LaBau,
and in October, Brian moved into apartment number three. Brian was an architect who worked
in a firm, but had a few private clients and therefore worked at home some of the time.
In October 1997, Susan moved out of apartment 1R to go to her new house in Davis Square in
Somerville. Charlie Irwin was heroic in helping her organize for the move, and she departed in
the middle of the month, leaving the apartment in fairly wild disarray.
Charlie then came over many times to help Debby and others clean out the apartment, and to
demolish some of it as we planned the renovation of the entire 1st floor. While this was being
done, we came across some house history. The second floor rear driveway facing bedroom had
!
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a layer of linoleum that was patterned as an oriental carpet. When that was torn up, there was
a layer of newspapers from the 1950s under it, and when they were taken up there was a older
piece of linoleum also patterned as an Oriental carpet. Under that layer of linoleum was a layer
of newspapers from the 1920s laid upon the pine floor. In the other second floor rear bedroom
there was some 1 inch diameter lead pipe that had probably been the waste plumbing from a
maid's sink in that room.
After talking with Peter LaBau and his architect about our renovation plans, it became pretty
clear that we needed an architect to help us carry the plans forward. So in November 1977, we
hired architect Peter Hermann to help us plan for the renovation, which would combine the
two first floor apartments into a single accessible apartment for us. Peter was a young architect
who was highly recommended by friends of ours. Peter started by measuring the existing
conditions, and then over the next five months worked on drawing up plans that reflected
what we wanted. We met many times with Peter to review his evolving plans and chart the
course for the redesign.
After much discussion, it became very clear that the front room, the former guest parlor, was
the only room that would work as a kitchen. We had hoped to use the former family parlor as
our kitchen, but it had no empty walls – there was a bay window on one side opposite the
fireplace on the other side, the large pocket doors to the front parlor on one end, and the wall
where we planned to cut a doorway to the back hall on the other end. So we decided to use the
front guest parlor as our kitchen and the middle family parlor as our living room. The original
house kitchen would be our bedroom, and the adjacent bathroom would be expanded and
made accessible. The rear shed part of the house would be used for two purposes: one side
would be a lift room for my access to the outside, and the other side would be built up to first
floor level and be used as a walk-in closet adjacent to the bathroom. The former dining room
would be turned into a music room/guest room, and the adjacent butler's pantry would be
turned into a second bathroom for the apartment. The two small bedrooms upstairs would be
used as Debby's study on the driveway side of the house, and a guest room on the far side of
the house. We would cut a big doorway between the former family parlor and the back hall,
which then leads into our bedroom. The existing outside door on the family parlor (installed as
apartment 1F back door) would be replaced with a window, as was originally there. The back
porch door would become our primary entrance door. The existing temporary bathroom in the
family parlor would be removed, and the flooring in both parlors would be fixed and
refinished. The rear hall, our bedroom, and the bathroom would all get new flooring.
In early 1998 as I looked toward the upcoming tax season, we had to sort out multiple issues.
Firstly, when Susan went to file her taxes in April, she needed to know the cost basis for the
house so she could pay capital gains tax on the half of the house that she sold to us. I went
through 21 years of house records, and put all the information in a large spreadsheet to come
up with this number. I entered our original purchase price, all the money that we had spent
over the years on capital improvements, and all the depreciation that we had taken. For my
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own edification, I also calculated this on a yearly basis to figure out how the house had
appreciated. Since I knew what the house had cost in the beginning, and I knew the price that
we had decided on in the end, it was a matter of putting all this information into a spreadsheet
and appreciating it on a yearly basis. It turned out that the magic figure was about 8% a year.
Secondly, I re-evaluated the mechanism we had been using for filing taxes. Ever since the trust
was formed twenty years ago, the Trust had filed taxes with the IRS using the Trust tax ID
number, and had then issued K-1s to both Susan and myself for filing with our individual
taxes. Our accountant had recently said that this was an unnecessary step, and had advised us
to just file the house finances on schedule Es of our individual tax returns. I decided to switch
to this approach.
Thirdly, when Susan was in the process of buying her new house last Summer, a title search
was done which found that the current owner had an undischarged mortgage. It turned out
that the mortgage had been discharged, but never recorded with the registry. The current
owner had to pay a bit of money to get the records straightened out in order for her to be able
to sell the house to Susan within the specified time of the purchase and sale agreement. I did
not want this to happen to us at some future point, so in early 1998 I had a title search of the
house done, and this revealed that the discharged mortgage from the Brownstown PA bank
(since swallowed by the American bank that was then swallowed by the Meridian Bank) had
never been recorded as being discharged with the Middlesex registry of deeds - it took about 3
months to fix this. Using documents from the title search that I had asked the title examiner to
copy, I constructed a history of the house - when it was built, who owned it over the years,
who lived there, and some details about their lives.
In the Winter and Spring of 1998 as the plans moved forward, we started to look for a
contractor to carry the plans out. We had two options: let Peter Herman add construction
details to the plans so that we would have a package for different contractors to bid on, or to
have a contractor that we trusted carry them out and fill in the details. Our plumber Tony
Woodsum recommended that we talk to CBC (Community Builders Co-op) in Somerville. We
got in contact with CBC, and Arnold Johnson came over to meet with us and to look at our
plans and to talk about the budget. Arnold took a
copy of the plans away, and over the next week
made a detailed estimate on many sheets of yellow
legal paper of how much it would cost to
implement the plans on a parts and labor basis. His
estimate was very close to what our budget was,
and since we liked their approach we elected to
have them take the plans Peter had done and run
with them.
Before: the Kitchen
in the 2 room
front apartment
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team, with mostly 2 others working on the core of the project. They started by completely
gutting the utility shed at the back of the house, and then rebuilding a lot of it's foundation.
They put in a floor at ground level in the driveway side for the lift, and a floor at the first floor
level on the other side for our walk-in closet. They also gutted the former family kitchen and
the adjacent bathroom and moved the bathroom wall about 3 feet toward the driveway to
increase the bathroom size. They removed the large tiled concrete pad in the middle of the
former kitchen that had supported the cookstove, and removed the fireplace that had been
added twenty years ago. They then framed these three rooms and got them ready for Tony
Woodsum's company to do the plumbing, and Robert Fairchild's company to do the wiring.
Other subs included a flooring contractor for floors in the back and to refinish all the floors, a
plastering company to cover the blue board in the back part, Floorcraft of Newton to lay
linoleum in the two bathrooms and the lower part of the lift room, painters for the back part,
and an engineer to consult about the structural ramifications of moving the bathroom wall. As
Nick Woodsum was working on the plumbing vents that ran through the back hall of the
apartment, it became apparent that the 4 inch cast iron waste pipe that serviced the second
floor was paper thin and would need to be replaced, along with most of the waste plumbing
that serviced the second floor bathroom just above the back hall. Nick did a very artful job of
tucking this all into the ceiling of the back hall so that we did not need to lower the ceiling. The
toilet in the second floor bathroom was replaced, and the bathroom door to the rear hall was
closed up as part of this process.
Debby and I lived in the front apartment while they worked on the back part, and when that
was mostly finished we moved into the back part while they renovated the front part. While
we were living in the back part, the music room was our temporary kitchen with a temporary
sink in the soon-to-be adjacent bathroom. At the end, they cut the doorway between the two
parts and finished the second bathroom and we were done. We worked with CBC on 'parts
and labor', and they finished within 5% of the estimated budget and within 1 week of the
expected completion date. They were all a lovely bunch to have around working on our house,
and we were sad to see them go. We threw them a going away party.
When the renovation was finished, Debby and I were very pleased
with the results. Peter Herman had done a marvelous job in doing
the design, and CBC did a wonderful job in implementing the plan
- we had a very nice and accessible
first floor apartment. The apartment
consisted of six rooms and two
bathrooms. On the first floor, the
front guest parlor was our kitchen,
with a wall of cabinets and a stove
and a refrigerator and a sink on the
southeast wall. The former family
parlor was our living room, with the
After: The new kitchen
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former bathroom removed and it's door reused for a closet door in
apartment 3 by Brian. The former family kitchen was our bedroom,
with the adjacent bathroom wall expanded by 3 feet so as to make it
large enough to be accessible and have a walk-in shower. The
bathroom had a walk-in closet that is half of the back utility room
brought up to first floor level. Adjacent to the bedroom is a lift room
After: Outside lift room door.
with a an electric wheelchair lift, as well as stairs to a door to the
The roof supports are original
outside world. The family dining room is our music room that also
to the house
doubles as a second guest room, and has an adjacent bathroom. This
room also has a door to a set of stairs that go down to the basement. There is a doorway
created from the living room to the back hall, which has a set of stairs going up to the second
floor, a door into the bedroom, a door into the music room, and an outside door to the side
porch. Up the stairs on a landing there are two rooms that serve as Debby's study and a guest
room. In the two front rooms, the parquet floors have been expertly patched and re-finished. In
the rear hall and the bedroom new oak floors have been installed and finished, and the
bathroom has a linoleum floor. The bedroom and bathroom have been painted, as has the lift
room. The timing was auspicious, because I was now in a wheelchair pretty much full time
due to the progress of my MS.
There were now 3 apartments total in the house, with 4 people in residence: Brian LaBau in
apartment 3, Leah Weiss in apartment 2, and Debby and I in apartment 1.
Also in the Summer of 1998, we had the house high copper gutters replaced with new copper
gutters by Penshorn Roofing. These gutters were likely original to the house, and were made
out of double wall copper construction. Over time the inner wall had disintegrated so that it
was very raggedy and the gutters were hard to clean, and in places the outer wall leaked as
well. They had served well over 110+ years, but their time had come.
In the fall of 1998 the aging space heater in the shop, which I had brought from my shop on
Columbia Street back in 1976, was replaced with a new direct vent unit by Tony and Nick
woodsum.
In the Summer of 1999 the driveway was renovated. The aging and deteriorating asphalt was
removed and the underlayment was leveled and compacted.
The borders of the driveway in the back were lined with either
bricks or paving stones, as was the run out to the front on the
southeast side of the driveway. A parking space was removed
for a small garden in the west corner, and a brick area was
fashioned adjacent to the garden. The back driveway now has
three side by side parking spaces, and a fourth car can be
squeezed in there if necessary. There is an additional parking
space in front of the shop. New asphalt was installed and The back driveway some years later
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leveled so that the driveway drained properly to the street. This was all done by landscaper
Dana Gallup and his crew.
In August 1999, a new side porch door was installed by CBC and contractor Frankie
Lieberman. This is apartment one's normal main entrance, and the new door is made of oak
with a large rectangular window, and replaced the old solid core industrial door that dated
from the rooming house era.
When CBC was working on the house the previous year, they put new siding on the rear shed
and then asked if we wanted it painted the same color as the rest of the house. We said yes,
and they went out and bought gray paint. The light purple body color of the house had faded
so much over the intervening years, that it was clear that it was time to repaint the house. So in
September 1999, the exterior of the house was painted by the lovely Brazilian crew from Arch
Painting, using the same light purple with white trim we used in 1987. Unfortunately, the paint
sample that we had kept from the previous paint job had spoiled and turned to brown, so that
we could not match it. This meant quite a few trips to the paint store and many paint samples
on the side of the house before we got the right color.
In June 2000, Leah Weiss moved out of apartment 2 to move to Annapolis MD to be with her
boyfriend Gary. While apartment 2 was empty, we had its bathroom renovated a bit.
In August 2000 Margarita Drozdoff, a technical writer, moved into apartment two.
In late 2000, the house was being readied for broadband - four 100 BaseT ethernet lines were
run to the house from the shop (apartment 1 bedroom, apartment 1 2nd floor study, apartment
2, apartment 3), and a router was installed in the shop. In early 2001, broadband internet was
installed in the shop - the house was online.
In 2002, the aging apartment 3 bathroom shower that was installed somewhat haphazardly by
me in 1976 was rebuilt by Tony Woodsum and then tiled.

installing the PVC conduit
for the new electric service

!

In late Winter 2002, the underground electric connection to the
house from the sidewalk manhole lost a 120 Volt leg one cold
night. This was fixed temporarily by the electric company, but it
was a sure sign that the electric service was too old (probably
from the 1920s) and needed to be upgraded. In August 2002, we
had a new 200 amp underground service installed to the house
by Robert Fairchild and crew. The electric company wanted us
to put a new meter on the front of the house on the outside,
instead of at our current meter position in the basement. After a
several month negotiation with them involving the Cambridge
Historical Commission, we got them to allow us to keep our
meter in the basement.
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In January 2003, the buried gas pipe from the house to the shop that had been installed in 1976
had corroded and started leaking into the basement. Tony Woodsum (our plumber)
disconnected the pipe and then ran a flexible gas line thru the four-inch PVC pipe that was
then being used as a sewer line. This meant disconnecting the sewer line to the sink in the shop
and turning off the water lines to that sink.
In February 2003, the fireplace in apartment one was rebuilt by a
mason ,and the existing tiles were re-attached by a tiler. Some of
the hot fires over the years had caused some of the bricks to crack
and the tiles to become detached. There was also a hole for ash
disposal in the floor of the fireplace,that was bricked up.
For quite a few years now, the rear wall of the shop had been leaking when there was a
sustained rain and the water had been running across the floor toward the center drain.
Sometimes this was enough to wet the rug in the front of the shop, but it also caused lots of
humidity damage to equipment on the rear shelves of the shop. This leakage was caused by
water flowing down the outside rear of the shop wall and during the winter the freeze thaw
cycles would explode the outside of the cinderblocks that comprise the rear wall. The shop had
originally been built with a drain in the roof that went through an interior three foot cast-iron
drain to the sewer below the shop, but this had long ago stopped working and been covered
up and replaced with an exterior drain. In 2003 in an attempt to fix this, a mason came and
parged the rear wall. This helped for a while, but did not fix the problem long term.
In Fall 2003, the closet in apartment one that Susan had built in the 2nd floor bedroom was
demolished.
In October 2003, apartment 3 had the front ceiling patched where the front chimney was
removed more than a decade ago
In January 2004,Brian LaBau moved out of apartment 3 to go live with his fiancé Christine in
her condo before they bought a house together. Christine worked
at the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection
with Leah Weiss, who had introduced them. In February, we
had some plastering done in apartment 3 while it was empty. We
sorely missed Brian when he moved away, but it was time to
find a new tenant for apartment 3. We spread the word around
to our friends that we needed a tenant, but we didn't get any
candidates. We also asked friends of ours who had rental
apartments how they found tenants, but we did not want to go
the real estate broker route as some of them had. Since everyone
who had lived in the house from the time we bought it had been
known to us before they moved in, the idea of a stranger living
in the house was a bit unsettling, and so we did not do anything
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for quite a while.
In June 2004, we finally bit the bullet and put an ad in craigslist for a single tenant for
apartment 3. We were swamped with telephone calls and interviewed a dozen or more people.
Most of these were really not sure what they were doing and interviewing with us was a kind
of housing therapy for them, but there were a handful that were serious and liked the
apartment. Most of these were not suitable for one reason or another, but we finally selected
Michael Hosking, who had just graduated from nursing school in Maine and had landed a job
at Mount Auburn Hospital. He moved in in July. In August Michael asked that we install an
outlet in his bathroom so he could use an electric razor, and we had Robert Fairchild and his
helper install the outlet. In the process of installing the outlet, his helper drilled many holes in
the sewer vent pipe in the wall while trying to find a place to locate the outlet, then plastered
it over and did not tell anybody about it.
In May and June 2005, Eamon Dunworth did lots of outside
repairs to the house, most of them having to do with rotten
wood because of water damage from leaky drainpipes and
gutters. He also rebuilt the entrance to the basement and had the
roofer put a new flat roof on it.
Repairs to side of the house
In September 2005, the
shop rear wall had been leaking again, and we got a
mason to patch it to try to stop the leaks. This worked
for a while, but turned out to be not a permanent fix.

looking down the driveway to the shop

In October 2005, we had electrician Robert Fairchild
install a fan in the second floor bathroom to help with
the mold problem that we had been having there. We
also had a new toilet installed in the same bathroom
by Tony Woodsum.

In May 2006, we began having some leaks into the
basement, and Debby bought a portable sump pump
to help deal with this.
In July 2006, we got a new washer and a dryer for the
house to replace the 30 year old pair that was there.
In August 2006, some apartment one plaster repairs
were done.
In October 2006, more outside repairs were done by
Eamon Dunworth.
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In November 2006, the double front doors were removed to be rebuilt and refinished by CBC,
and then were reinstalled and weatherstripped in December
In 2007 a developer again bought the house next door at 378 Broadway, and advanced a plan
to build a second building on the lot behind the existing building. This plan again galvanized
neighborhood opposition, and we all went down to the MCNCDC hearings in opposition to
the plan. Since we had defeated a similar proposal 20 years ago, we all thought that this would
happen in this case too. The MCNCDC board had changed over the intervening years, and at
this point was headed by a developer. After many hearings and changes and modifications to
the plan, the building was approved. Some of us neighbors then filed a petition with the city to
change the zoning for the block which would have made it difficult to build as large a building
on the lot, and therefore not be as profitable for the developer. It took about nine months for
this plan to wend its way through City Council, during which time the construction of the
building was on hold. The rezoning plan was finally rejected by the city Council, and in 2008
construction of the building started. During this time the slump in the economy had started,
and by the time the developer had finished building the second house and had completely
renovated the front house and sold them both, he had not made anywhere near as much as he
thought he was going to.
In June 2007, the 40 gallon 'super-store' domestic hot water tank failed and was replaced with
a similar unit. The failure was in the heat exchanger coil which sprang a small leak and
allowed higher pressure water (50 psi or more) in the domestic hot water system to leak into
the furnace hot water radiator loop (set at 15 psi). This caused the overpressure relief valve in
the i radiator loop to activate and drip hot water onto the basement floor.
In February 2008, Michael Hosking moved out of
apartment 3. Michael, whose given name was
Barry, never really integrated socially into the
house. After he left, the apartment floor was
finished for the second time, some plaster
problems were fixed, and the apartment was
painted. At the end of March we put a listing in
craigslist for the apartment along with some
pictures, and the usual plethora of applicants
applied. The most appropriate of the lot seemed
to be Liza Wells, who worked as a program
Apartment 3 with refinished floors
director at the Cambridge Montessori school
and was in the process of separating from her husband. She moved into the third floor
apartment at the beginning of April.
In April 2008 we noticed that water was dripping down the pipes over the slop sink in the
basement. After a bit of investigation, we determined that this was coming from the cold water
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line to the third floor bathroom. Nick Woodsum came to sort this out, and cut a hole in the
chase in the second floor apartment that held the pipes leading up to the third-floor bathroom.
There he discovered a half-inch elbow that was installed in 1976 had developed a small
pinprick leak. The replacement of that elbow fixed the leak.
Over the years that we had owned the house, we had never had problems with water leaking
into our basement. That had changed over the past few years, most likely due to the
construction work that we had done around the house some 10 years ago when we landscaped
the house. Now water was coming in via the back wall of the house, and it seemed likely that
it was coming in through the narrow garden that we had installed right up against the rear of
the house. In April 2008 Paul Breneman from CBC came with a mason, and they pointed the
brickwork at the rear of the house and dug down and put a solid slab of concrete below the
garden to seal the wall and stop the leakage.
In July 2008 Paul and Harvey of CBC came and parged the back of the shop wall for the third
time, and installed a solid block of concrete at the bottom of the wall to stop the leakage. This
was effective in stopping the leaks.
In Summer 2008, the original house next door at
378 Broadway was being gutted and renovated.
The developer was also building a second house at
the back of the lot there. The back house was a very
modern house, in contrast with the 1860s mansard
House at the front of the property. As part of the
negotiation process with the MCNCDC, the
developer had agreed to cantilever this side third of
the back house over the roots of the large oak tree
on the property line with our house in an attempt
to preserve the tree. We had front row seats to the
construction process.

the new house next door

In the fall of 2008, Liza said that she occasionally smelled
sewer gas near the third floor bathroom. In October Nick
Woodsum came to check this out, and after a half days
investigation he was able to pinpoint the source to the vent
pipe that had been perforated when the electrical outlet was
installed in the wall some four years ago. Tony Woodsum
came and put epoxy on the holes and plastered the wall, and
the odor went away.
damaged apartment 3 vent pipe

Over the summer Liza had gotten a new boyfriend, and even though her doctor had said that
she was unable to get pregnant, in fact she did. The thought of being pregnant and climbing all
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those steps and then having a baby in the third floor apartment was not appealing, and so in
November Liza moved out to go live with her boyfriend.
In December 2008 Patty Curran, a self-employed artisan and seamstress and a long time
neighborhood resident, moved into apartment three. Patty had been living and working on the
third floor of the triple-decker behind Hubley's Auction House on Broadway. Hubley's closed
and sold it's building and the triple decker to a developer, who evicted the residents in order to
renovate the triple-decker into three condominiums.
In July 2009, the four houses behind us on Hancock Park who share our sewer line to the street
had a sewer blockage. After some investigation by Wayne's Drains, it became clear that the
blockage was in a cavity (purpose unknown) in the sewer line right under the rear wall of my
shop (this sewer line predated my shop). Since the sewer line runs under the shop, it either
meant excavating under my shop or running a new line around the shop to bypass the old
line. The four houses on Hancock Park were responsible for funding this, but we made the
decision to opt in as a fifth member so that we could control the work on our property (we
remembered the scenario of 1993 that caused havoc in our driveway). We investigated several
contractors for doing this, and ended up choosing Gallup Landscaping, who had done our
driveway. They were not the cheapest option, but were the most believable as to how long it
might take (another contractor estimated 2 days).
In August 2009, Dana Gallup and his crew of 4 took over our driveway for 2 weeks to dig an 8
foot deep 2 foot wide trench from a point in the middle of our driveway, around the tree in
front of my shop, then parallel to the shop, and finally angling back to the collection point in
the neighbor's driveway behind the shop. This process involved the city inspector as well as
Wayne's Drains to conduct visual inspection of the existing line. After putting in a PVC sewer
pipe and 2 inspection ports, they filled the trench with compacted gravel and laid blacktop
over it . It all went off very well.
Although the rear foundation of the house was not leaking very much these days, water was
still leaking in and other parts of the foundation during heavy rains. In August 2009we had a
sump pump installed in the rear basement room by Tony Woodsum. And in October we had a
mason, John O'Connor, patch the basement wall where we suspected water came in.
In October 2009, Paul and Harvey of CBC worked on the shop roof drain and put a drip edge
on the top of the back rear wall to forestall water leakage in heavy rains. They also did some
repair work to the skylight structure.
In April 2010, a driving rainstorm from the east caused the flashing on the front bay roof to fail
and caused water to come through the ceiling in our living room. It took several months of
trial and error to find the source of the problem, including installing a new roof on our front
bay, as well is dealing with flashing from this roof to the sidewall.
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In May 2010, we had much of the inside wall and the floor in the tenant's basement storage
room demolished and carted away, as this seemed to be where some of the water was leaking
into the house. We had a mason come and patch up the wall.
In July 2010, Cambridge Inspectional Services Department came to inspect our house in its
five-year cycle. Mostly the inspection centered around the two rear fire escapes, one for the
second-floor apartment, and the other for the third-floor apartment. We hired A+ Fire Escape
to inspect them, Somerville Ornamental Iron to scrape and paint the metal fire escape on the
side of the house for the second floor, and CBC to strengthen the wooden fire escape to the
third floor apartment. The Inspectional Services Department was not very helpful in this
process, and the forms they gave us were confusing as they were meant mostly for larger
buildings. We finished the inspection in November.
In September 2010, Tony and Nick Woodsum installed six thermostatic radiator valves in the
house. Two were on the third floor for the two radiators that are on the zone that feeds the two
radiators on the second floor apartment, and four were in the back of the house on radiators
that are on the second and third floors and being fed by the 1R zone.
In September 2011, we had the house repainted by Arch Painting using the same color scheme
as before. There was some wood prep work done with this.
In the fall of 2012 we decided to do a substantial renovation on apartment 2 - the kitchen was
old and tired and had not been changed since it's installation
in 1976, and the bathroom was in need of renovation and
was quite a bit moldy. We talked to CBC about doing the job,
and it was clear that they had to have an empty apartment to
do it. We talked to Margarita, who was the second floor
tenant, and told her that we plan to renovate the apartment
and that she would have to move out for a least a couple
months, and that we were not sure what we would be
charging after we renovated the apartment. She moved out
in the middle of November, and CBC started the renovation
new apartment 2 kitchen
in the middle of December.
In February 2013, the renovation of the second-floor apartment was
completed. The kitchen was completely gutted and cabinets from
IKEA and new appliances were installed, along with flooring and a
paint job. The bathroom also was completely gutted – part of the
wall was removed to get rid of the mold, and the ceiling was
lowered and a new fan installed. A new tub with a surround, as well
as a new toilet and sink were installed. The bathroom radiator was
moved a bit into the corner, and new flooring was installed. The
apartment floors were sanded and refinished, and the apartment
was repainted. Some minor door damage was repaired.
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In March 2013, long time friend John Shockey, a software engineer and a folk music enthusiast,
moved into apartment 2.
In August 2014, the basement bathroom was rebuilt. The old unused shower stall was removed
and it's drain sealed up with concrete. , The toilet was removed and the floor under the toilet
was rebuilt. The floor was painted and the toilet was replaced.
In December 2014, new black aluminum combination screen storm windows were installed on
all the 43 original windows of the house. These replaced the aluminum screen and storm
windows that were installed on the first floor in 1978, as well as the older steel units that were
on the second and third floors. These windows made the inside of the house a bit quieter, as
well as adding energy efficiency. The black frames also added a bit visually to the outside of
the house.
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This history was put together in the Summer and Fall of 2015 by Walter Lenk
Sources for part I of this history came from a title search of the property done
in 1997, information from the Cambridge historical commission, information
from the Cambridge historical society, the 1876 Cambridge Atlas, and other
sources.
Sources for parts II and III of this history came from Broadway Trust
financial records along with other information, and my memories of those
times past.
Version 2 of 10/17/2015
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